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Appendix 2

CALL FOR PAPERS
INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS
Materials must be submitted in Russian or English language

General properties of a document (the MS Word version 6.0 or later, the format of *.rtf, file should be called by the name of the first author):
	page size - A4, portrait orientation;
	margins: top - 25 mm, bottom - 26 mm, left and right - 23 mm;

font Times New Roman: main text - 12 pt; figure captions, name and contents of tables - 11 pt;
line spacing - single, no indentation before the paragraph after paragraph, indentation of the first line is 6.6 mm;
	hyphenation is disabled;
the figures are placed in the text, drawings, and formulas not to "over text";
in decimal fractions use "point";
volume: 1-2 full pages.

Scheme of arrangement of materials:
Job title: CAPITAL LETTERS, bold, centered.
After the title make an empty string.
The list of co-authors: center alignment, first name and middle name initials are written before last name, after the initials are set point, the initials are separated from each other and from the last name by a single space. Co-authors of the work are separated by a comma. Name of the speaker is underlined.
Name of organization: center alignment, the legal status of the organization (abbreviation) is not specified. If the work is done in several organizations, each organization is specified in a separate line, in italics. In the names of Russian organizations with a capital letter is written only the first word and proper nouns.
After specifying the organizations make an empty string.
The text of the thesis: alignment on width. If necessary, highlight portions of the text are used bold, italic and underline.
References in the text are enclosed in square brackets [1, 2...]. The list of the literature is given in the end of the thesis and is executed according to the rules of the Russian Journal of Inorganic Chemistry.

